In this note we show a local behavior of closed derivations on C([0,1] X [0,1]), which is essentially different from one-dimensional derivations. Roughly speaking, any closed derivations on C([0,1] x [0,1]) has a nonconstant kernel locally.
The following theorem gives a property of derivations on C(I X I) which clearly holds for partial derivatives, but which does not hold for derivations on C( I ).
Theorem. For any closed derivation 8 on C(I X I) with ran 5 = C(I X I) and any open subset V in I X I, there is a nonempty connected open subset U contained in V such that ker 8y contains some nonconstant functions in 3>(8u).
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that V is connected. We consider two cases. To such G, a function G2 in 2(8^) can be selected so as to satisfy 8^G2 = 8yç,GY, because the assumption that ranô = C(I X I) and the normality of the compact Hausdorff space IX I imply ran5^= C(W). Then the function F = G, -G2 is a desired function.
Therefore, there is a sequence of functions {/"} in 2 
Jy
Now take any connected open subset U whose closure contains the points x and x0. Since the closed derivation 8jj also satisfies that ranô^j = C(U) and ker 5^ = {À1; X real}, we can repeat the preceding argument with 8jj instead of 8, so that for any point y in U there exists a unique signed measure p ¿7 on [/ such that (2) (8üy1F(y)= ÍFdpvV foreveryFGC(t7).
This measure p p can be considered as a measure on F by defining it to be zero outside £/. Then (2) can be written as (2)' (8vYlF\v(y)= ¡_FdavV for every F g C(V) andy g Í7.
Here, if we put/ = 8 lF, then 8f = F and 8y(f\ v) = F| ¿7, and hence (ouYlF\u(y)=f(y) = (8-lF)(y) for any >> g U. Accordingly, (1) and (2)' with v--x imply /" Fdpx= ( FdpxV Jy Jy for every FgC(K), from which follows px = pxjj. In particular, supppA. is contained in U. Since U can be selected arbitrarily so as to contain the points x and xa, p " must be an atomic measure with supp px c {x0, x} (cf. Remark following the proof). Therefore, (1) transforms into the form
Since the value 8f(x0) can be chosen independently for the values/(x) and 8f(x), the point-mass px(x0) must be zero. Moreover, it can be easily shown that the point-mass px(x) is also zero, by the derivation property. It follows that 20 is trivial, which leads to a contradiction. This concludes the proof.
Remark. (1) The proof of Theorem remains valid in the case that the space /X/ is replaced by a compact Hausdorff space i. satisfying the following property:
For any three points x, y and z in .., there is an open ( * ) -connected subset U such that {x, y] c U and z G U.
Clearly the space 7 does not possess the property.
(2) While the one-dimensional torus T also satisfies (*), it is known (e.g. [6, Theorem 3.2.6]) that for any closed derivation on C(T) the conclusion in the Theorem is invalid. Hence, it follows that the range of any closed derivation on C(T) never coincides with C(T).
We conclude with an example which is simple and relevant to our subjects.
Example. The derivation on C( 7 X 7 ) is defined as f(r,6) = df(r,e)/dr for/in 2(8), where (r, 6) stand for the polar coordinates in 7 X 7. Every function/ in 2(8) has every directional derivative at the origin, that is lim'**''')-'*0)
Ar^O Ar exists for every 0 g [0, w/2], and all the values must coincide. Then 8 is certainly closed and ran 5 = C(I X I). Moreover, it is easily seen that ker 8 = ( XI; X real} and ker 8tj contains many nonconstant functions for every open subset U whose closure does not contain the origin.
